
ULYSSE NARDIN
Seas The Day

With his recent outing in hit film Geheraiyaan which depicts the depths of the vast sea, the association of 
actor Siddhant Chaturvedi and Swiss watchmaking brand Ulysse Nardin is as natural as the waves of the 
ocean. Since 1846, Ulysse Nardin has been disrupting the world of watchmaking with timepieces inspired by 
the sea and is always proud to test the limits of innovation and design.

Chaturvedi, as an Indian actor and youth icon embodies the same spirit of experimentation with his roles and 
exudes a natural sense of style and sophistication. It is these qualities that led the Haute Horlogerie brand to 
partner with him as the freshest “friend-of-the-brand” for the Indian market. Chaturvedi has chosen to take on 
his newest role: that of an Ulysses for the fearless Swiss watch manufacturer Ulysse Nardin.

Transforming himself into the many characters he embodies, Chaturvedi is a talented actor. From his debut 
performance in Gully Boy to his spot in the limelight in Gehraiyaan, Siddhant has become an inspiration for the 
next generation. Commenting on his partnership with the brand he says, “I’m delighted to join the Ulysse 
Nardin family. I’m spellbound by the work they do - in-house from conception, design, development and 
crafting through to production. They’ve truly set a global benchmark and they constantly reach for the sky, 
which is a personal representation for everything I believe in and hope to achieve.”
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 Dear Friends,

 The world of watches is as fascinating as  
 ever with new launches, models and   
 collaborations making their debut on a   
 global scale. With blurred lines between  
 watches and lifestyle brands new 
 collaborations have elevated the game for  
 brands the world over. 

 This particular issue covers a wide range of  
 models that have been created keeping the  
 modern discerning customer in mind. From  
 timepieces that can weather forces of   
 nature to watches made from ceramic   

 parts, each model showcases a different 
aspect of the art of watchmaking. 

As technology progresses, it is the category of smart watches that has seen 
a significant rise in the recent years. Smart watches include a range of apps 
and features that help you live your best life. This issue carries a round-up 
of some of the best smart watches available in the market and each of its 
varied features. 

We hope you enjoy the issue!
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TISSOT
Back To Basics
Eight new models add to the allure and charm of Swiss watchmaking brand Tissot’s beloved PRX line. 
Critically and commercially, the brand’s PRX line saw an astounding success following its launch in 2021. 
For the updated collection, the brand’s original 1978 models serve as inspiration to models created for both 
men as well as women. 

Leading the new line will be two 40mm versions of the PRX Automatic, both featuring satin-finished steel 
cases and 18K solid rose gold fluted bezels. The pair will be powered by the high-performance Powermatic 
80 movement, which combines an anti-magnetic Nivachron hairspring with an 80-hour power reserve. One 
model will have a brown dial, the other a blue dial, both with a satin sunray finish. 

For those who love a good classic, Tissot brings back the design contours of the original 1978 model with a 
twist. It will launch a new collection of five PRX models with 35mm satin-finished steel cases, all powered by 
quartz movements. A high functioning PRX Automatic Chronograph will join the collection featuring a 42 
mm satin finish case making it a sleek, angular model. The PRX Automatic Chronograph will be powered by 
the Valjoux A05.H31 calibre, which will provide the design with the classic 3, 6 and 9 chronograph dial layout 
and an extended 60-hour power reserve.
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G-SHOCK
When The Clock Strikes Midnight

It’s often said that the night is sometimes more alive and beautiful than the day. So what better to 
illustrate the beauty of the Night’s sky better than Casio India’s G-Shock Midnight Fog Series? The brand’s 
first ever series featuring neutral colours with five base models and four colours is reminiscent of foggy 
nights that add a hue of black, gray as well as purple to the dark sky. 

These timepieces sport a neutral colour-treated stainless-steel bezel and translucent bands along with a 
frosted type of matte skeleton band for a subdued and stylish look. To imitate the darkness of the night, a 
honing finish is applied to the bezels before the ion plating, which gives the timepiece a high quality 
appearance.

The watches are available in five base models and colours; a blue standard square face GM-5600. The 
smaller size of GM-5600, GM-S5600 comes in a purple colourway. The big case GM-110 comes in black 
while the octagonal bezel GM-2100 is brown, and the smaller GM-2100, GM-S2100, is black.

What binds all these different watches together is the superb features that each watch contains. All five 
watches are shock-resistant and water-resistant to 200 meters. They are also equipped with a multi-func-
tional alarm, world time for 48 cities and hand-shift feature. They each contain a super illuminator LED 
light which gives a clear view in dark places. So for all Nephophilias insomniacs and budding astrono-
mers, the Casio G-Shock Midnight Fog Series is the perfect addition to your watch wardrobe. 
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As one of the premier watchmaking maisons 
in the world of watches, Frederique Constant 
had launched its signature Highlife Collection 
almost two decades ago. The timepieces not 
only impacted the history of the Manufacture, 
but that of watchmaking as well. The original 
collection embodied all the values that 
contributed to the success and longevity of 
the brand thus making it a classic.  

The new Highlife Heart Beat collection revisits 
this iconic design and brings it into the 21st 
century. Located at the pole of the globe 
decoration on the dial, the famous aperture is 
finished with three luminescent hands. The design 
is understated, minimalist and as modern and 
unique as ever. You can look straight into the 
inner workings of the automatic FC-310 caliber 

with power reserve of 38 hours and admire it 
from both front and back through the 
sapphire crystal.

There are now three different versions of the 
Highlife Heart Beat to choose from. The first 
features a white dial and rose gold-plated case 
with a brown leather strap (complemented by a 
brown rubber strap), the second features a blue 
dial with a steel bracelet (complemented by a 
blue rubber strap) and the last features a black 
dial with a steel case and bracelet (complemented 
by a black rubber strap). Elegant and refined, 
sporty chic or modern and bold, each variation 
offers up an interpretation of the Heart Beat 
design, which more than a quarter of a century 
since it was created, has proven to transcend 
fashions and trends.

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Return Of A Classic





Adrian Bosshard, Global CEO, Rado Watch Co. and
Simran Chandhoke - Brand Manager, 

RADO (Business Head India)
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RADO
Conquering The Elements

Change being the only constant is one of the driving factors 
of Swiss watchmaking giant Rado’s newest launch. The 
Rado DNA is a true echo of this dynamic paradigm, and the 
new Captain Cook High-Tech Ceramic Diver embodies that 
attitude of survival. Rooted in nature but developed by keen 
human innovation the model is an amalgamation of 
high-tech ceramic which is extremely durable and hard but at 
the same time light and lovely to drape around your wrist. 

This latest evolution of an early classic now features 80 
hours of power reserve and water resistance to rigid ISO 
6425 specifications. The model is fitted with a Rado R763 
movement that is set inside a stunning ceramic monobloc 
case which is at once scratch-resistant, hypo-allergenic and 
practically invulnerable, ready to match any challenge, in 
wilderness or daily routine.

This much-awaited model is available in six impressive 
variants, bringing together the latest in high-tech ceramic 
production specifications and the brand's most innovative 
watchmaking. The new diver will be a great companion to 
those who have an exploration-inspired mindset and is 
ready for new adventures. It features a 43 mm case fitted 
with a latest-generation automatic movement, Nivachron 
anti-magnetic hairspring.  
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Watch lovers will spot notable Captain Cook features such 
as the date window at 3 o'clock with red numbers—a nod 
to earlier editions. The box-shaped glass, now in extremely 
scratch-resistant sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating 
on both faces. Large, highly-legible hour, minute and 
second hands are treated with Super-LumiNova for 
excellent viewing in low-light conditions, along with the 
main markers and bezel numerals. 

The model also features the bold, easy-grip bezel with 
circular-brushed high-tech ceramic insert, engraved numbers 
and markers, as well as a triangle in white Super-LumiNova 
at the 60-min. position. On the flip side, a circular-brushed 
titanium press-fit case back with two seahorses resting 
quietly. The new model features ISO 6425 certification 
marking a first for the brand, largely surpassed thanks to 
its 300-meter water resistance. Whether your field of 
exploration is one of the world's oceans, thick Nordic 
forests or rugged alpine wilderness, your Captain Cook 
High-Tech Ceramic Diver will be a reliable and solid partner, 
at your side for years to come.

Adrian Bosshard, Global CEO, Rado Watch Co. and
Karishma Karer - Associate Director & Feature Editor, 

Watch Market Review
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 Titan delivered a   
 solid all-round   
 performance in   
 FY 2021-22    
 despite disruptions in   
 Ql as well as Q4. Total 
income for FY22 was 

` 26,411 crore, registering a growth of 36% compared to 
` 19,426 crore in the FY21 (excluding bullion sale). The 
Company recorded a profit of ` 2,983 crore (before taxes and 
exceptional items) for the fiscal year in comparison to ` 1,370 
crore in FY21, a growth of 118%. The exceptional item 
represents ` 51 crore expense recognised in the books on 
account of voluntary retirement scheme that was offered to 
employees during Q4. 

Q4 FY22 ended with a satisfactory performance despite 
partial lockdowns, volatility in gold prices and uncertainty in a 
fragile geo-political situation. Total income for the quarter was 
` 7,352 crore, a growth of 3% compared to ` 7,169 crore in Q4 
FY21. Excluding bullion sale, revenue declined by 2% 
compared to Q4 FY21. Company reported a profit of ` 716 
crore (before taxes and exceptional items) as compared to 
` 702 crore in the same quarter of previous year. 

During the quarter, the Jewellery business registered an 
income of ` 6,132 crore compared to ` 6,397 crore in 
Q4 FY21 (excluding bullion sale), a decline of 4%. Watches & 
Wearables business reported an income of ` 622 crore with 
12% growth in Q4 FY22 compared to ` 555 crore in Q4 FY21. 
EyeCare business reported an income of ` 134 crore with 6% 
growth in Q4 FY22 compared to ` 127 crore in Q4 FY21. Other 
businesses comprising of Indian dress wear and Fragrances & 
Fashion accessories reported an income of ` 42 crore in Q4 
FY22 compared to ` 35 crore in Q4 FY21, a growth of 20%. 

Jewellery business reported an EBIT of ` 780 crore 
(before exceptional items) in Q4 FY22 compared to ` 703 
crore in the same quarter of previous year. Watches & 
Wearables business reported an EBIT ` 16 crore 
(before exceptional items) in Q4 FY22 compared to ` 46 crore 
in the same quarter of previous year. EyeCare business 

reported a loss of ` 3 crore (before exceptional items) in 
the quarter compared to an EBIT of ` 23 crore in the 
same quarter of previous year. Other businesses reported 
a loss of ` 15 crore (before exceptional items) as 
compared to a loss of ` 9 crore in the same quarter of the 
previous year. 

The Company has further added (net) 269 stores during 
the year. The Company's retail chain (including Caratlane) 
has 2,178 stores across 337 towns with an area exceeding 
2.8 million sq. ft. as on March'22. 

Of the key subsidiaries of the Company, 

  Caratlane Trading Private Limited continued to do well 
in both online and offline channels emerging as a strong 
omni player. The annual revenue was ` 1,256 crore and a 
profit of ` 39 crore (before taxes and exceptional items) 
compared to revenue of ` 716 crore and profit of ` 2 crore 
in FY21. In Q4 of FY22, it clocked a revenue of ` 365 crore 
and a profit of ` 11 crore (before taxes and exceptional 
items) compared to revenue of ` 253 crore and a profit of 
`10 crore in Q4 FY21.

  Titan Engineering & Automation limited (TEAL) reported 
an annual revenue of ` 378 crore and a profit of ` 24 crore 
(before taxes and exceptional items) compared to revenue 
of ` 354 crore and profit of ` 40 crore in FY21. For Q4 FY22, 
TEAL recorded a revenue of ` 184 crore and a profit ` 21 crore 
(before taxes and exceptional items) compared to revenue 
of ` 102 crore and a profit of ` 9 crore in Q4 FY21. 

C. K. Venkataraman, Managing Director of the Company 
stated that: "Despite frequent disruptions in the quarter 
owing to Covid wave 3 and other geo-political factors, the 
quarter has been satisfactory in terms of growth and 
profitability. The Company is well prepared and looking 
forward to an exciting Ql with all its stores ramped up for a 
much-awaited Akshaya Tritiya festival this year. With 
international expansion in GCC markets and the first Tanishq 
store coming up in the US, we are gearing up to touch new 
horizons in FY23."

FY22 revenue records 36% growth and profit more than doubles
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SMART WATCHES
A Smart Choice

MICHAEL KORS

TITAN  

FASTRACK 

Gen 6 Bradshaw
 

Smart PRO 

 

Reflex Vox
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In the digital age, smart watches are a staple. With just a few taps, you can 
now access important information like emails, documents, notifications, 
health records and a lot more right from your wrist. Gone are the days where a 
watch would only give you the time, these new age smart watches are here to 
fulfill your every need!

Blurring the fine line between beauty and 
brains, the new Michael Kors Access Gen 6 
Bradshaw smartwatch is a delight to watch 
lovers. Including some enhanced features 
like faster charging, new Snapdragon Wear 
4100+ platform and latest software 
advancements, this watch makes the best 
looking fashion smartwatch also among the 
smartest. The Gen 6 Bradshaw smartwatch 
comes with a heart rate monitor that 
provides accurate readings and a SpO2 
sensor to get estimated blood oxygen 
measurements. This feature can be used in 
sync with all other fitness apps thus helping 
you live a healthier and more wholesome 
lifestyle. 

Fastrack introduces its first smart watch, 
Fastrack Reflex Vox which features a 
rectangular 1.69” HD screen and has unique 
features like built-in Alexa, up to 10 days of 
battery life, 100+ watch faces and 
multi-sports mode. To catch up to the 
current times, the Reflex Vox is fitted with a 
host of health and wellness features. These 
apps monitor a range of fitness levels 
including Heart Rate Monitor (HRM), Sleep 
Tracker and Daily Activity Tracker. The smart 
watch is equipped with blood oxygen 
saturation (SP02 monitor), Stress Monitor 
along with a menstrual tracker. 

Titan launches the latest variant under the 
smart watches umbrella called Titan Smart 
Pro. Created with an AMOLED Display 
(390*390 resolution), on-board GPS, 14 day 
battery life (under standard conditions), 14 
sports modes and over a 100 watch faces. 
Further, to enhance the accuracy of outdoor 
activities, it comes with inbuilt Altimeter, 
Barometer and Compass. In addition to 
these, the product also comes with 
notification alerts, Music control, Camera 
control and Weather alerts.
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A Smart Choice

One of the best things about a smart watch is the built in features that let you 
customize your experience as per your preferences. So if you are someone 

who loves to keep fit, the fitness tracker will display all your vital information. 
Alternatively, if you need to work round the clock, your smart watch will let you 

access your inbox on the go!

Danish inspired watches and jewellery brand 
Skagen introduces the Falster Gen 6 

Smartwatch. It is powered by the Snapdragon 
Wear 4100+ Platform, providing users exciting 

upgrades in performance, including faster 
application load time, highly responsive user 

experiences, and more efficient power 
consumption.The smart watch will be available 

in five styles in a 42mm case size, including 
silver-tone, charcoal, and black case colors. The 
styles sit on straps made with the brand’s iconic 

stainless steel mesh, silicone and leather, and 
are also compatible with all 20mm straps and 

bracelets for added customization.

Known for its superlative watchmaking 
expertise, TAG Heuer launches an exciting new 

generation of its Connected Watch, which 
feature the signature design codes of the brand. 
Both models highlight one unique aspect of the 

Connected Identity thus making it a valuable 
addition to your watch wardrobe. The larger 

45mm model features a strikingly redesigned 
sporty look while the smaller 42mm model 

offers a slimline look that adds to the charm of 
the wearer. Both models can be fitted with either 

leather, steel or rubber straps depending upon 
the wearer’s preference and style. The watch 

face lights up with futuristic graphics and 
animated designs that depict the effect of 

time elapsing.

Fossil’s Gen 6 Touchscreen Smartwatch will be 
the first smartwatch powered by the Qualcomm 

Snapdragon Wear 4100+ Platform, providing 
users faster application load times, highly 

responsive user experiences, and more efficient 
power consumption. In addition, the battery 

charging speed is two times faster than leading 
smartwatches, reaching 80% charge in just over 

30 minutes. Users will also benefit from 
continuous heart rate tracking, a new SpO2 

sensor, speaker functionality to make and 
receive tethered calls, software updates from 

Wear OS by Google and Fossil Group, smart 
battery modes and more.

SKAGEN
 Falster Gen 6

TAG HEUER
Connected Calibre E4

FOSSIL
Gen 6 Touchscreen
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Maxima Watches – one of the 
leading watch brands in the country, 
augmented its Max Pro series with 
the launch of X1. Besides, Maxima 
roped in ace cricketer Surya Kumar 
Yadav as its newest brand 
ambassador.  

Surya Kumar Yadav has been a 
phenomenal figure in Indian cricket 
with his spectacular performances, 
especially in the Indian Premier 
League (IPL), which have boosted 
his stature in the hearts of millions 
of Indian cricket enthusiasts.

The new brand ambassador is expected to provide a great push to 
Max Pro Smartwatches, especially Max Pro X1. The all-new Max Pro 
X1, which is a Made in India product, has been launched with a 
promisingly competitive price range of 1999. It incorporates Advanced 
Realtek chipset-RTL8762CK as the most premium specs in this 
offering. It is armed with 3ATM, a novel feature to keep the watch safe 
under the depth of 30m for thirty minutes.

The Maxima Max Pro X1 is a complete package of smart features, 
including 2 in-built games to keep the mood light, multiple sports 
mode, accurate heart rate sensor, and 500 nits brightness. Due 
attention is given to make it sporty as well as comfortable. It is fitted 
with a premium quality strap fabricated with silicone-grade material to 
make it skin-friendly for users. The aesthetically smart Max Pro X1, 
designed to make a fashion statement, has three colour variants, i.e., 
midnight black, peachy pink and army green.

The spokesperson of Maxima Watches cited, “Maxima is delighted to 
introduce our association with Surya Kumar Yadav (SKY) - as our 
brand ambassador. SKY, a world class sportsman and one of the 
rising stars of Indian cricket is known for his reliability and unbeatable 
performances. We are proud to have this exemplary cricketer as our 
brand ambassador and we are confident that this association will 
enable us to reach out to millions and serve the expectations of our 
target audience. We are excited to start our association with SKY 
with the launch of X1, the newest introduction to our X series 
smartwatches. The X1 is powered by industry leading Chip Realtek 
and is being introduced for a limited time at ` 1999 for all customers”.

"Maxima is an iconic brand, which has been redefining the watch 
industry for the last twenty-six years. The massive customer 
acceptance of Maxima products has been a testimony of its success 
and it will be an honour for me to represent such a brand,” said 
Surya Kumar Yadav.

The Maxima Max Pro Smartwatches are built with smart 
functionalities and designed to make a fashion statement. While the 
watches by Maxima intrigue the taste of people of all age groups, its 
after-sales service across the country has been extensively lauded. 
The company envisions providing services to the general populous 
with accurate, dependable and quality-guaranteed products which are 
backed by trusted after-sales service. The massive customer 
acceptance of the Maxima products has been a testimony of 
its success. 

The all-new Max Pro X1 is brought to the market at a highly 
competitive price – INR 1999. 

MAXIMA
New Brand Ambassador
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